Illinois Wesleyan Writing Center—Ames Library 105B
How the WC can help Faculty and Staff:
•
•
•
•

COP program: Commenting on Prompts—we will read over prompts for assignments,
papers, essay exams, etc. before you share them with your students to give you feedback
on clarity, conciseness, and more!
Writing Partners (excluding Gateway courses)—we will assign a tutor to your class with
whom your students can meet exclusively to get a more personalized approach to writing
assignments for your course.
Class visits—we offer two types of class visits: in the first, we’ll spend 10-15 minutes
explaining what the writing center does. In the second, we’ll spend a preset amount of
time (you decide) going over a few writing or genre conventions.
Appointments—both Anna and the tutors are here to help you with your own writing!

How the WC can help your students:
•
•
•

•
•

One-on-One and Group Appointments—we’ll meet with writers for brainstorming,
drafting, edits, etc.
OTP—This is our Online Tutoring Program initiative. Through it, we can meet with
writers online through WCOnline (directions on our website under resources 13.2).
Writing Workshops and Writers’ Groups—we want to help groups of writers so the
workshops we’re hosting in Fall 2020 are APA vs MLA, a writer’s group on Writing for
Protest, Researching for your Work, Personal Statements for PreHealth Careers, and
GREat Essay Writing (writing for the GRE).
Handouts—We keep an online collection of handouts on writing genres and skills.
Speech lab—we’ll practice presentations, speeches, and multimodal projects with writers.

WC Hours:
Sunday-Thursday: 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. CT
Friday and Saturday: 12 noon to 4 p.m.

Contact information:
•
•
•

Director: Anna Scanlon ascanlon@iwu.edu
Phone: 309-556-3810
Social Media: follow us on Twitter and Instagram @IWUWC

Please note that as a result of the continued spread of COVID-19, all writing center workshops,
appointments, and writers’ groups will meet online via either Zoom or WCOnline. All posted
meeting times will be Central Time. Locations can be found on our website. Information is
updated weekly.

